Trophy Recipients
Parent’s Best & Fairest

Aiden Pett

Player’s Best & Fairest

Tom Smart

Coaches Best and Fairest

Ethan Cooper

Manager: Dean Wilson

U10 Davis

Season Summary
What a year for Under 10 team Davis.

It was a tricky year for the U10 group. As a club KVRH nominated 4 under 10 teams and
we played ourselves internally more often than we played opposition teams. It made it
difficult for the players on the field and we found turning our jerseys inside out confusing for
our players so we made the decision to play in red tee shirts when playing teams
internally.
Although no scores are formally recorded our boys were very aware how they performed at
the end of each game. I must acknowledge the efforts of our boys; we played every game
hard and fair and we ended every game kicking more goals than our opposition. A huge
thank you for the commitment shown by our parents who ensured our players attend
training and made it to games on time, without your support Daniel and I would not have
been able to train and coach the players to the standard we have achieved this year.
A big thankyou to the club committee and volunteers for your efforts throughout the
season, without you the club would not be as successful as it is.

Coach: Daniel Everitt

As a team we have been very fortunate with the core playing group returning for another
year. This was our final year of non-competitive competition.

U10 Davis
Player Profiles:
Ethan Cooper, 14 Goals 11 Behinds. Proved himself as truly strong defender, able to get
around the ground and tackle his heart out when placed in the middle and backs, very capable of
kicking a goal when placed in the forwards.
Darcy Everitt, 12 Goals 7 Behinds. Being the coach’s son can never be easy, Dads can always
be toughest on their own and Darcy took this in his stride every week. Very strong marking the
ball, comfortable in all positions across the ground.
Lachlan Fahey, 21 Goals 9 Behinds, Loves playing in the forwards, made the most of every
opportunity a passionate student of the game knows the statistics and trains hard every week.
Logan Harding, 3 Goals 4 Behinds, A workhorse every weekend, one of our key defenders and
responsible for clearing the ball from the mid field each week. Great season Logan.
Callan Lewis, 33 Goals 20 Behinds. Gives 100% every week, our leading goal kicker for the
year despite missing a few games though injury, a real team man who sat on the sideline even
when unable to play.
Aiden Pett, 23 Goals 17 Behinds. Great improvement this year a strong runner of the ball, loves
to run and bounce. Opposition teams often placed 2 on Aiden in an attempt to close him down.
Tom Smart, 29 Goals 13 Behinds. Strong all around the ground, a very popular team member a
great left foot that frustrated the opposition one of our longest kickers.
Rylan Strong, 6 Goals 4 Behinds. Defence, Defence, Defence, when Rylan tackled the
opposition, they knew they were tackled. Trained hard all season, understood his role in the
team and worked hard for us all season.
Myles Sweep, 15 Goals 7 Behinds. Worked hard every week and played above his weight, a
great team man with plenty of ticker. When Milo was “ON” he was unstoppable.
Nick Wilson, 14 Goals 19 Behinds, quick on the ball with a good turn of speed and one of our
longest kickers, our team stirrer, frustrated the opposition whenever he could.
Xavier Young, 2 Goals 7 Behinds, joined our team in round 2 of the season and fitted straight in,
a strong runner of the ball able to pick up the ball and make space, strong in the midfield
providing our forwards with heaps of ball.
A special thank you to Jensen Sweep an under 8 playing up in under 9’s who backed up in
U10’s team Davis whenever he was available. A great little man with plenty of heart. Jensen
would run out as a Magpie or play for the opposition when they were short of numbers. The most
memorable game this year was when Jensen playing as a Blacktown Suns player put one of the
best tackles on one of our strongest players, it brought a huge cheer from the crowd and put a
huge smile on JK’s face.
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